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It is your call as whether the Kenco Singles are a more appropriate choice for your needs or
whether you really should opt for a cappuccino coffee machine. It all depends on what you need for
your hot drinks solutions. For most domestic and mild official and commercial purposes the Kenco
Singles machine is actually an ideal solution. The Kenco Singles machine is a stylish and reliable
tabletop system which offers a great choice of freshly filtered hot drinks. It is very easy to maintain
and tremendously reliable, making it perfect for offices, meeting rooms and reception areas.

There is just that touch of magic in the ability of the Kenco Singles to deliver great tasting, high
quality drinks, time and time again. Every drink is freshly prepared and filtered in its special capsule.
Each capsule has its own special filter system and contains just the right amount of coffee, tea or
hot chocolate which is foil sealed for freshness. The intelligent capsule then tells the system to
make sure that the temperature is just perfect for the freshly brewed taste in every drink. Add to that
the Kenco Singles brewer machine can be plumbed or set up as manual fill allowing it to be situated
almost anywhere.

For a busy cafÃ© or restaurant a cappuccino coffee machine is the preferred choice. Cappuccino is
made with espresso coffee and frothed hot milk. Some people top it with cinnamon or powdered
chocolate to make it tastier. However, the taste of a cappuccino also depends largely on the
cappuccino coffee machine and therefore it is very important to pick the right machine for the
machines differ in style, size, technology and design. The newer machines make several types of
drinks such as normal coffee brew, cappuccino and espresso.

Often there are features in some of the newer and pricier models of cappuccino coffee machines
which may not be absolutely vital to brewing a cup of coffee, but which certainly aid you in
experimenting with different tastes and ingredients to make coffee making and drinking an exciting
proposition
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Maria Gini - About Author:
Kenco vending offer a office coffee machine, a bean to cup coffee machine  and a office vending
machine on best prices.
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